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The following are a few relevant Sociolinguistic research topics you can choose to base your study on: How
does sociolinguistics help understand language choices of multi-linguals? How does language create
meaningful bonds between cross-cultural communities? A systematic review of vowel pronunciation across
the UK- generic or area specific? Does language encourage gender disparity? Registration Enrolment through
uSis for the course and the examination or paper is mandatory. Effects of listener age and sex on the perceived
guilt of a native and non-native suspect Who to contact. Exam review How and when an exam review will
take place will be disclosed together with the publication of the exam results at the latest. Language
perceptions and cognition during the teaching process- evidence based review. An investigative exploration of
Post-Tudor English- similarities and differences. Psycholinguistics The sensitivity of the distinction between
English restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses for Chinese L2 learners The acquisition of 'any' by
Polish speakers learners of English: how the knowledge changes with proficiency An assessment of
standardised and spontaneous language measures in late talkers Subjacency violations in second language
acquisition: some evidence from Chinese Mandarin speakers of L2 English L1 phonological transfer of
Korean microprosody to L2 English L2 acquisition of English binding anaphora by adult learners bilingual in
Cantonese and Korean Who did you ask me what to judge for? General information about uSis is available in
English and Dutch When registering, students that are registered for the specialisation that this course belongs
to, or the Research Master, take priority. A qualitative of pronunciations of teens and their grandparents. How
does age impact English pronunciation? An investigative analysis of the process of language acquisition in
developing countries- challenges and limitations. Students who failed the course can resit the assignments. Are
there identifiable patterns and if so, are similarities and differences in linguistics explainable based on these
patterns? Health care delivery across language barriers- how effective is it? A qualitative review. If a student
requests a review within 30 days after publication of the exam results, an exam review will have to be
organized. In case of absence, you must state a reason. Grasp of English grammar in L2 students- review of
literature. The knowledge and use of English through varied professional settings- generic or subject specific?
A few related linguistics dissertation topics that can help you in choosing good research topics in applied
linguistics are: How do non native English teachers teach English to local students? The deadline for
registration is August 15 first semester or January 15 second semester. Evidence from America The study of
slangs- evolution and development. An understanding for sociolinguistics through a background of race and
color in America. Both the readings and the assignments will be discussed in class. A cross cultural study.


